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Abstract:
Wi~~

the current rise in the demand of,electrieal
energy, present-day power systems ~hich are large and
complex~ ~ill continue to groq both in size and co~
plex:ity. Also-;- our-aepenaence on electrical energy is
so great that it is essential to have uninterrupted
supply of electrical power within set limits of frequency and voltage levels",· and tlla:: it becomes a dire
necessit:y to develop. methods for"effec_tive~ con.trol. . /
and operation of power systems. }wdern control
theory concepts have been effectively used and will
continue to be utilized for the power system analysis
a.o.d co.:::.tr"l.

This paper attempts ill assessi.o.& the

present situation in this regard and indicates the
future trends.
Introduction
Pre:e:it-da}'"

p6~'le:::, sy$t~~:!..!!i"i:e

!!.!'!d

c~~r':!.e~.

Hodern power systems represent the largest manmade
·system in· ex1stence~-from the vi.ewpoint of inves1:ed- capital and offer a great challenge to a controlsystem engineer. A typical power system may require
tho~~nds of state variables for adequate description.
The changing characte.x: of the sys tem on a daily and
yearly scale, the vulnerability to environmental
influences of statistical nature in viey of the geographical spread, difficulties in data transmission p
it!possibility t-o cc~d",!~t ~ee:::~.i:::;f:.!l full-scale syetec::
tests due to the 24-hour operation, the mixed nature
(contin",!ous as yell as discrete) of control inputs,
power-system reliabilicy not attaining the 100% level,
and the range of system dynamics over a very broad
band~idth (line transients of the order of milli- and
micro-seconds; short circuit phenomena of the order of
;:::illiseconds to seconds; generator-rotor s'lV'ings and
frequency transients of the order of seconds to minutes) are but some of the unique features of a modern
p~~er system.
The control of such a poyer system is
a m~ny-faceted complex problem. incl~~ing several op-

erati~~~l actions ;hich-have as their final objeccive
to msi~=ain the systee in its normal operating state
and deliver UI:'interrupted supply of eleccrical pm~er
within set l~its of frequency and voltage levels.
The availability of the computer is drastically changing the _~_,:l_~_.!?~ the ho::r:a.l1 operator and the computer
i:; t:±i:::.e; o.....e= :::::o:::e !;)£ t::e

aeds!o~-~ki:1g

j·_,b.

_A.s

more and more of the va::::i.ous sub-controls have been
made atlt:omat1c.- tnan loS role 11<1.:s- cha-nged -e.ccordingly--~ but he has ne'ler been fully replaced by :nachines. Man
has a1~ays,been au in~egral part of the control of
power systems and will continue to have an increasingly important role in the future centers_
It is the purpose of this paper Co discuss bri~fly the
present status of power systeos control, look into the
future ;:r.d ?o:i.nt out va:-iol,lS b:!:"eas of pr()bable development in the pC\Jer-syst.·~....:mal;.·:>is and control \01'.1 I:h ::he
application of modern c;,?ntJ:"ol theory_
P;;:eSf.!Dt: Sc:atu$
Frequenc~

and voltagE: coutrcl 3H' ~he for ir.t3·ry cO!"trol
function::; in all pc',.,er "-;:.:'tl;:.::u.:;:. Th~ 2."',:,,:U Cl<:!quE:ncy
control (LFC) or tt.eg<i·...·::t.;;.-:::;cr~~:.:.:;n:.:y (PI) c,jctro12 maintains a continuo',,:s cl':'3'~ :::U:·;-_C'.: lj €:L\J(-C';:t g·:;!;\<2:rF.lted

and demanded real po~er by detecting the frequency
error. rnis enables Lh~ pf.n.-er u~ffi.'::'r..:1s to lit:: IlIt:::C at:
all tines at the various load points and the system
frequency to be maintained wit.hin very rigid limits.
Frequency control is thus probably the most important
single power syscem control function. The megavar-voltage (QV) control maintains a balance
between the demanded -and gener~t:;~~~~~~.~;:,aO'"~:3.AY<>;;':'::t::;i.::;,·-,.,,~.", -detec t;i~cthe vo,l't:ag-e-:o-errors, '~ana"'he-lps lon achieving
a specified voltage profile throughout the network.
If the system is a part of a power pool, it is also
necessar}" to keep the tie-line powers or the power excllau~e$ ~ich the ueighbors at certain fixed values_
Tnis is accomplished by adding to .the control signal
of the load-frequency control system an error signal
corresponding to the deviations in the specified power
exchange to neighboring pool members.

T'r::.e f::eque::!cr ~:5. . . . ~ft~;;;e ~cr.i=cls-e=e peifc?iii.a-·t5iS~
days automat.ically in closed loop fa.s!1-i.oo., ,It is-1o-"
···''t:e'restihg-to'"o.otif Efiat' toe' ft.i'rb'i'ne--torques :which are
the control forces in the frequency control have little or no effect on the voltage magnitudes which ere
the state variables in the voltage control. Similarly the manipulation of excitation voltages-has little
effect on the frequency. Also the voltage controls
of individual generators geographically dispersed
interact. only weakly. Tnus the frequency and voltage

The control system design for power systems has been
developed by the philosophy of decomposition. As it
is not possible to design a single central control
system to perform· the overall control of a complex
power system, the overall system is subdivided into
smaller, manageable parts ~~hich are simple enough to
lend themselves to analYSis and understandIng. Natural lines of division such as the real and reactive
poyer controls can be found by intuition. Time response of diff{:rent phe-nomena is another i!:lportc:.nt dl!.composition base, besides the geographical and functional features of ~he sy3tem. Se~ltivity ~~alysis 4
is particularly useful in determining the basis for
decomposit.ion. Besides the frequency and voltage control channels that have been mentioned already for the
normal mode of operation~ the control systems may be
divided along the lines of automatic SWitching, system
sp!i tting. f ='.11 t-cleai::l:ng. ·8.t!tO!!l8 ti c f Pe.d_er.J:.eAt:.O.l"a-:.
tion, load transfer, and load shedding to take care
-- of- th·e-fault and·-pos-t....fault. stat.es-of-oi)"e:tflr~sfstem~--·---- ~
Impact of the Computer
The human operator usea to keep a vigil over the-system frequency and command appropriate position changes
of the generator turbine valves, before the frequency
control loops have gone automatic. ~ore and more of
.the several sub controls wnet automatic in the recent
years. The control jobs during the normal mode of operation for the 99 per cent of the time have been made
almost entirely aut.omatic. This may seem to indicate'
that the human operator has become a passive·observer
and the impact of the computer is to render man superfluoUS. But this is just not the case. Hoyever. the
role of the human ope:rator is undergoing drastic
changes. The availab il1 ty and proper use of the co:n.puter make it possible for the operator to predict ho~

the syste:n i.s g::ping to beh.ave in the minutes ahead
and cake 8pprcpri.ate c.crrective ~;:;.sures in an'Cici-

•...lth the availa:'ility of t:b.e present.-day fast loadflO"..• cOZ!putatio;;!. techn.tq'.!es? it is quice,conceivable
?ation. The. O:.u::::.a:l operator ';"ill ha-Y"e increasingly
th;:::.t the Oil-lin.; 10a.5-£10-,; .ii::pl::::::s vill be ::l reality
iI::porcant role i.:o. !:lle future concrol cent.ers in exe::pretty soon. The visual oi.cute-by-::linute display of
c~:::..n.g c. C:O;:lS~;:':;~ -:';:'sil -v~I" ~~-= ,;:,;<:~ .-t:.r ...._...u::o dU..t
che load :flo'W as a:o. o'.·e::lay O!l the wall display ·will
formulating the oest-stYategy aec.is~ons. - 'So-·compti=--~--h~p t:he di.spatci'~-center operat.or-to'·spot tl1e cr"iticaT--~
tational ro"6ot can ever replace 'til-e- hu:m.an_ operator,
li"Des"'and take appropriate preventive measures.
but only enhance his ability in decision making.
The most recent area of computer application in the
po'Wer industry is that of operational control and
A modern dispat~~ center may t}~ically monitor line
loads, perform load-il~~ analysis and econ~c disscheduling, which include system security and monipatch optimizatiDn~ compute unit commitment and pool
toring, equipment control, operational scheduling,
scheduling, send generation commands to the generator
forecasting, on- and off-line studies. Tnis applicaunits under contro13.perfo~ load-fo~ecasting and
tion area is most likely to grow. in the.. future. "While
the off-line programming has been very well advanced,
reserve analysis besides data logging. Almost all
the modern dispatch centers enjoy a large computer
present trends indicate that the majority of new applications ~ill be in the on-line real-time mode. ____________
facility. Tnis computer performs several. sjmJl1ran-____ _
eous tasks, depending upon the_ sophistication of a
given system and the quality of the data trans-·
'State estimation techniques are being applied these
mission system in use. The dispatch center usually
days to acquire more reliable da~a. After all, the
has a large display map sho~ing transmission network,
completeness and accuracy of the input data determines
generator stations and bulk power substations. All
the quality of operation of any control system. The
important components are ~ndicated ~ith symbols, givdata collecting process is a difficult problem in
ing the operator instantaneous visual information of
power systen-,s because of the distances involved. The
system interconnection status. Individual generaamount of data can sometimes be so large that it betions, tie-line flows, frequency, loads, etc. can
comes difficult to choose really significant data,
usually be seen on chart recorders.
interpret it, and utilize the same. Also the control
signals hs......c to :r:::sponc. in a fe<.3 cycles cf·--the 60 E~·---
The humau operator has' to maintain a constant vigil
system frequency. Thus Oile can see that much research
on tp.e preg,ress o~~ th.E;; system. ope~at:ion. and, ~e~ sU.re
work .can be done in ~this direction·.·· --.. - - ~- .. -~.
that uninterrupted supply of electrical power is delivered within set limits of frequency and voltage
When a situation of overheated or overloaded lines
levels. Preventative measures have to be taken by
develops or ~hen dynamic stability is impaired, there
foreseeing tr~e ~vssible troubles, based on the data
i$ a need to reschedule the generators within a limit. outputs from cnarts,.display, and the computer proed time so as to obtain a new and better load flow
graI:J.s. On-line computation of load flow~ power angle ~
configuration. Thus dynamic resc..'1eduling is another
and frequency dynamics are predicted to increase sysarea of research interest~ Also dynamic stability
tem security. I~ spite of the operator's best ef
assessment is highly desirable and this may be done
for~s. should the system develop a fault, corrective
by means of real time computation of swing curves.
measures must imoediately be taken to clear the fault
Transient instability is probably the greatest potenand to see the system return quickly back to the nortial operating danger and one has to look for improved
mal mode of operation.
means of continuous assessment of the stability ~ar
gins. The problem of frequency transients i~ closely
The impact of the availability of' computational rorelated to the problem of dynamic stability. Dynamic
bots has been tre~endous in the field of power-system
energy balance concentrates on frequency rather than
analysis. Cocputer methods~n power-system analysis
rotor angle dynamics and is another new area th~t is
have become extremely popular in several areas inbeing developed.
cluding short-circuit studies 7 load-flow studies6,,~co
Control and-operation of bulk power system control
nomic dispatdrSand UIrit ccmmitment~ and system stabilcenters are now being accomplished through the ~se of
ity. To mention a few examples, nonlinear programof the latest in computer systems. While more and
ming has been used for the dynamics of load-frequency
more sophistication will be incorporated in the future
cc-nt:rcl syst~ atld optins.l. short-term unit commi tdispatch centers, local control would also not lose
ment~Owhile the maximum principle\lgeometric proits significance. Mini-computers would be used to
gramming as well as functional analysiSl 2have been approcess the local data and perform local control in
plied for the economic dispatch optimization. Securigenerator stations, substatiOns, and local load centy evaluation in steady and_transient states of power
ters. Mir~-computers ~ay also be utilized as a part
systems using pattern recognition is becoming popular.
of the ?~otective relay system ~nd for assess~n& and
(!n-lini:'- ":""r.<:n!':ll;!;nt control of ---capacitor S".Ji.tcning. 13 .
diagnOSing instantaneously ~he actual situation ~nder
determined by optimal contrQl theory concepts~ to im..... C"O.lll.plex.i.au.lJ::.. s~:t,uat.;i.ons _..__ .
_e. ____ . ____ .
prove system stability ,-- on.,..line ident.ifi_ca.tion .0.£.
interconnected equivalents from operating data u~ili
Concluding Remarks
zing the system identification and paramet~r estimating techniques, sensitivity analysis for decomposiTne control of a moder:::: pcr..re!;.. system is a many~Eaceted
tion, and hierarchical con~ol of pewer systems are
co~plex problem, offering a great challenge to a conbut some of the areas of current research interest.
t~ol sYSt('.:T,S engineer.
Several concepts of mod~.t"n
control theorY have been utilized and will continue to
Future Trends
be used for tile power system analysis and control.
Future tre~cls include on-line load-flow displays,
computer monitoringl'bf power systemr-:;, improve,a data
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